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Abstract: With the agenda of developing smart cities there is huge demand for continuous power supply. Power distribution transformers play a vital role in providing a reliable power supply. Failure of a transformer will lead to interruptions in power supply. Many parameters lead to transformer failures. Health monitoring of transformer using IoT technology may help take proactive maintenance steps instead of reactive maintenance. When we combine IoT with AI it will more effective and IoT devices will take decision on their own. This paper presents a conceptual framework of this concept which makes the IoT devices in the transformers to make real-time decisions with the use of AI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smart cities agenda is on the high note at the moment. India is soon to experience the lifestyle of smart cities. The Indian government has laid down an emphasis for development of 100 smart cities. Can one imagine smart cities without power? Of course, no. The country is demanding continuous power supply and to have an uninterrupted power supply [1]. In this mission of uninterrupted power supply for all, transformers have an important role to play by delivering reliable power supply to shape up the smart cities. Transformers play a key role in providing reliable power supply whether for infrastructure systems, industry or households. To keep these systems running, ensuring a sustainable power supply is of prime importance.”

So, with rapid urbanization and industrialization, there is already high demand for uninterrupted power [2]. There is a possibility that this demand may double in the coming years due to smart cities initiative. To meet this demand India needs efficient power network, power distribution, supply systems etc., out which transformers will have the crucial role to play. Frequent failures of transformers will lead to interruptions in power supply and also generates big revenue loss to power distributors. Unfortunately, in India, the failure rate of these transformers is around 25% per annum. Proper maintenance, continuous monitoring, early & prompt correction of any abnormal functioning of distribution transformers will increase its life and saves heavy investment, frequent replacements to the utilities and generates uninterrupted power supply. Therefore, real time monitoring of the Transformer is very necessary.

Important reasons for the failure of distribution transformers includes vandalism or theft, low oil level in the transformer, overloading, unbalance loading, overheating of transformer oil, defective breather and consequent ingress of moisture [3]. The main causes of transformer oil overheating include insulation overheating, insulation liquid overheating, corona overheating, arcing overheating and screen-testing overheating [4]. This causes transformer failures and cause a huge problem in power distribution and also it unbalances the supply voltages. Once a transformer failed it can take a while to replace it.

Better the fitness of a transformer, longer the life. Issues in oil overheating referred to above are the principle reasons of decay of a transformer’s fitness [5]. Earlier the health monitoring device was now not tons prevalent inside the distribution community and the faults could simplest be detected after a complete blackout. It induced predominant outcomes for the distribution machine as massive quantity of losses were incurred. Therefore, there was a foremost want for a reliable health monitoring system which would assist in creating preventive measures beforehand.

The present health tracking systems especially use IoT technology. IoT enables to invigilate the facts on-line of the key functional elements of the distribution transformers which offers constructive facts approximately the health of distribution-transformers which in flip will facilitate the services to apply their transformers in a great possible way and growth the existence of a transformer. IOT enables in identifying the troubles earlier i.e., before the occurrence of any failed mechanism which enables cost effective solutions and therefore much less penalty. IOT serves greater reliability and balance than other traditional systems [6].

Since IoT is only a network technology with a combination of sensors helps in sensing, and communicating data through network without human interaction and these IoT devices produce vast amount of data due to huge amount of IoT devices embedded in large number of transformers. This huge of amount data is to be transformed into valuable and actionable information within a given time period.

Obviously, it is not preferable to process this huge amount of data to take decisions at the server side (by the Central Power Control Centre) due to strict time constraints.

This is where Artificial Intelligence comes into play. Instead of transforming the sensed data to the control centre to further analysis and decision making, it will more effective if the IoT devices will take decision on their own. Therefore, when AI is added to the IoT [6-7], it means that those devices can analyse data and make decisions and act on the data without out involvement of humans or without transforming to the Central Control centre or to the cloud server.
Thus, our proposed system is aimed in developing a framework for Intelligent Power Distribution Transformers which drive efficiency and effectiveness. The combo of AI and IoT devices makes the IoT devices in the transformer to analyze data locally to predict the transformer failures and then uses this information to make moment-to-moment decisions about how to respond to the oil overheating.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

There are various existing mechanism for power distribution transformer health monitoring. All of them can be classified into two categories.

A. Manual Monitoring
In manual monitoring mechanism a person visits the transformer site at regular intervals to record parameters of importance. But this method of monitoring distribution transformers doesn’t represent information about oil levels, and vandalism or theft can be identified after it has happened.

B. IoT based Mechanisms
Health monitoring of distribution transformers using IOT [8-21] assist to update the equipment earlier than failure and continuity of the electricity will no longer be disturbed. The IoT based health tracking system works in actual time and makes use of temperature-sensor, capacity transformer and contemporary transformer for monitoring temperature, voltage and modern of the distribution transformer and ship these information to a far off server where it can be monitored and vital action can be taken to keep away from the outage of the electricity supply.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

As we mentioned earlier, as the volume of data form IoT devices keeps increasing, consequently, we need efficient mechanisms to quickly analyse and make decisions. Hence it is more preferable to have IoT enabled AI solutions for power distribution transformers to predict when it works improperly and to fix the transformers and power supply before they break, which save from disasters that will occur.

Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual diagram of the proposed approach. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of activities in the proposed approach. Figure 3 illustrates a conceptual algorithm for the proposed approach.

The AI enabled IoT sensor contain an intelligence component and take steps to reduce the load of a transformer step by step before it fails or a service provider reaches to the location and rectify the problem of transformer.

For example, consider a transformer that supply power to industries, hospitals, villages, schools etc. Due to transformer oil heating or any other problem the transformer will get over heated or overloaded. Then the embedded Intelligence Component in the transformer takes steps to cutoff power supply moment-by-moment or entirely disables the transformer by applying the following algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper a conceptual framework for intelligent power distribution transformers is proposed. With a rapid urbanization and industrialization, there is a high demand for uninterrupted power supply. Frequent failures of transformers will lead to interruptions in power supply and also generates big revenue loss to power distributors. The present transformers’ health monitoring systems mainly use IoT technology.
When we combine IoT with AI it will more effective and IoT devices will take decision on their own. The combo of AI and IoT devices makes the IoT devices in the transformer to analyse data locally, predicts the malfunctioning of transformer and fix the transformers and power supply before they break, which save from disasters that will occur. Since this proposal is only a conceptual one, implementation of this approach in a real environment is left for feature.
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